Designers embed data about gender-based
violence in garments featured at this fashion
show in Dar Es Salaam.
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The data
r ev olution isn’ t
r eaching half
the w orld’s
population.
Communities and governments the world over
are turning to data to inform policies and track
their progress towards sustainable development.
This “data revolution” is built on a backbone of
digital infrastructure and access that enables
new ways to collect, manage, store, share and
use statistics to shape decisions and action.
Governments share data on open data portals
and improve their services based on citizengenerated data, civil society organizations (CSOs)
publish research to support advocacy, and
entrepreneurs develop life changing data-driven
innovations.
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But by virtue of its reliance on this digital
foundation, the benefits of this data revolution
are beyond the reach of the more than four billion
people currently living without access to mobile
internet. For this half of the world’s population—
families, teachers, hyperlocal leaders, nurses, and
many others—the promises of improved datadriven services, transparent and accountable
governance, and civic engagement on open data
remain unfulfilled. Without access to these tens
of millions of datasets, 1 these communities are
deprived of important knowledge and agency
to contribute to evidence-based sustainable
development themselves.

Google Dataset Search, which indexes datasets on open data portals, launched in 2018 with 25 million datasets.
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Music, radio,
fashion, TV, and
murals can help
the data r ev olution
r each those billions
of people liv ing
off line.
The global data-for-development community
is making strides towards a more inclusive
data revolution. Citizen-generated data (CGD)
relies on the talents and contributions of
everyday citizens, including youth, females, and
traditionally marginalized groups, to collect data
that they and others can use for decision-making.
Meanwhile, CSOs and newsrooms are pioneering
ways to share data in accessible ways through
data journalism and storytelling, and educators
are testing ways to use art to build skills to use
data in communities with lower digital literacy.
This resource builds on the progress of these and
other efforts to embrace the creative industries to
foster a more inclusive data revolution. Grounded
in real examples from Data Zetu, a project funded
by the Data Collaboratives for Local Impact
(DCLI) program, 2 this resource highlights specific
examples of unconventional approaches to make
the data revolution more accessible to everyday
citizens through creative arts and media—
2

ranging from TV episodes and fashion accessories
to radio shows and music videos. While far from
comprehensive, this resources is meant to not
only capture the reader’s imagination about the
possibilities of merging art with data, but also to
provide concrete details and examples of what
that looks like, the pros and cons of different
methods, and other practical considerations.
Whose work is featured here?
This resource highlights the work led by Tanzania Bora Initiative
(TBI), an implementing partner of the Data Zetu project. TBI
influences good governance, youth agency, women and girls’
empowerment, and inclusive innovation through media and
creative arts.

In their own ways, the initiatives highlighted
here—and the countless more not captured in
this document—are pushing the boundaries of
what it means to collect, produce, share, and
use data to advance sustainable development.
They involve unique and atypical partnerships

DCLI is a unique partnership between the Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC) and the President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief
(PEPFAR) to advance evidence-based decision-making for improved health, gender, and economic outcomes in Tanzania and Côte d’Ivoire.
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between the public and private sector—usually
with industries that represent and have the trust
of marginalized or under-represented people—
and they are gradually moving from the margins
of global development data discourse into the
mainstream. 3 Anyone invested in democratizing
data use, or ensuring that development data
represents (and is used by) the most marginalized
members of our society will find this resource a
helpful blueprint of the variety of opportunities
that exist to make data relevant and useful in
local communities and governments around the
world.
This resource is structured in three short sections.
The first provides context on how to identify what
kind of information is best suited for creative arts
collaborations. The second section introduces
five data-and-art initiatives, implemented in

3

What is the Data Zetu project?
Data Zetu helped institutions at the front lines of the fight for
HIV resilience and gender equality collect, share, and use data
to make decisions that are responsive to community needs
and priorities. Implemented between 2016 and 2019, Data Zetu
served as a diverse platform to help build data skills, improve
data infrastructure, and connect data actors. Data Zetu was a
deliberately subnational program, focusing in 14 local wards
in PEPFAR DREAMS districts across Tanzania. Data Zetu trained
over 1,200 people on data skills, who in turn shared those skills
with nearly 900 others. 83% of them made more data-informed
decisions after engaging with Data Zetu than before. Learn more
about the project here, or follow its blog here.

the Data Zetu project in Tanzania, along with
specific details and considerations for others
considering deploying these methods. The final
section tackles other considerations for funders
and implementers to take into account when
exploring ways to leverage the creative industries
to foster data use and evidence-based decisionmaking.

Although absent from earlier dialogues about data use to advance the SDGs, an increasing number of sessions on data and art are appearing at global convenings like the International Open Data Conference. The World Bank and the Inter-American Development Bank have also
supported data + art efforts to advance the use of global development data.

Tanzanian men attend a concert debuting a
song about countering drug abuse in urban
communities of Dar Es Salaam.
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Star t w ith
pr oblems that
matter.

Listening Campaigns in wards across
Tanzania gathered data about challenges
prioritized by young women and men.

Photo: K15 Photos
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Each Listening Campaign convened diverse
groups of citizens and local leaders.
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Although Data Zetu’s activities spanned
more broadly than data and art initiatives,
all interventions began by helping everyday
Tanzanians and their local leaders to identify
and prioritize specific challenges facing local
communities. For this project, the team deployed
Listening Campaigns, a design-inspired approach
to surfacing priority “pain points”, in each of the
14 wards where Data Zetu operated. 4
Through the facilitated conversations and focus
groups of the Listening Campaigns, the Data Zetu
implementing team helped local citizens identify
specific issues pertaining to health and gender
that they felt were most important and pressing.
For example, in Dar Es Salaam, the country’s fastgrowing urban center of culture and industry,
citizens identified the abuse of recreational
drugs as a primary contributor to high HIV rates
and disruptor of social cohesion in those wards.
Meanwhile in Kyela, a more rural area of southwestern Tanzania, cholera and low medicine
access emerged as priority issues.

was used for several purposes. For example, some
local actors used this information to catalyze or
advocate for new investments into improved
health service delivery like better medicine
availability. The Data Zetu team used the data
to inform its own project activities, such as
training decision-makers on skills to access, use,
or improve available data about those issues, or
helping newsrooms make statistics about these
priorities more accessible using data journalism.
In the case of Data Zetu’s partnership with creative
industries, the Listening Campaign priorities
were used to catalyze specific engagements
that respond to or were informed by those
priority issues. Armed with evidence that these
issues mattered most to citizens in their local
communities, Tanzania Bora Initiative (TBI, who
led all of the specific initiatives featured in the
next section) engaged with local and national
artists, musicians, actors, and designers to make
data more accessible and relatable to everyday
citizens.

This citizen-generated data of priority challenges
4

The Listening Campaign methodology and details are available as a separate DCLI resource.
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Fiv e ex amples
of amplif y ing
data use w ith
cr eativ e ar ts

Using fashion to promote
data-driven dialogue on
gender-based violence

Using radio to share data
about sexual health for young
women

Using murals to tackle drug
abuse and reproductive
health challenges

Using telev ision to make data
about health issues relatable
and accessible

Using music to share data
and inspire hope for drug-free
future
8

Using fashion to promote
data-driven dialogue on
gender-based v iolence
9
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Summary

What’s a khanga?

Can fashion design motivate youth to have
conversations about the issues that are affecting
them? Can “data” be made meaningful when it
becomes part of something you wear? These are
the questions that Data Zetu partner TBI sought
to answer when they first collaborated with
Faru Arts and Sports Development Organization
(FASDO) in 2017 to design and implement the
Temeke Khanga Design Competition.
In the competition, TBI and FASDO challenged
young fashion designers from Temeke District,
Tanzania’s second most populous district, to
depict messages about sexual and reproductive
health (SRH) and sexual and gender based
violence (GBV)—critical priority issues for Temeke
residents raised in the Listening Campaigns.

This is a way of disseminating data
we have never thought of.

Khangas are colorful fabrics worn mainly by women in Africa’s
Great Lakes region. Boasting bright colors and patterns, they
often boast a proverb, witticism, or other phrase meant to
capture someone’s attention. While there’s no one design and
creative liberties are often taken, khangas generally have three
elements: a border, a central motif, and a message.
Since khangas are often perceived as communication vehicles,
they offer a unique mechanism through which to convey data
and stories about issues that matter to the people wearing
them.

sexually or physically abused by their past or
current husbands. One in every two hearts in the
khanga’s border is hollow and upside-down to
reflect this data.
It’s notable that none of the designs explicitly
mentioned specific statistics. Rather, the
designers embedded the data into the khangas
using creative abstractions. This represents a
complete re-thinking of how statistics are shared,
and of how artistic impressions of that data can
serve to catalyze conversations among actors
who otherwise might not be comfortable with or
interested in engaging statistics.

— PEPFAR DR EAM S Coor dinat or, Temek e Dist rict

Through November and December 2017, over 75
young fashion designers participated in training
where they learned about the concept and
importance of data, how to search for data from
credible sources, how to artistically visualize data
and developed strategies for integrating data into
their designs. Twenty designers were shortlisted
and offered additional training, before judges—
who included PEPFAR’s DREAMS coordinator for
Temeke District—selected a winning design that
was featured at a public fashion show in Dar Es
Salaam, where media coverage and participants
helped to raise awareness about the designs and
the data embedded within them.
The winning design sought inspiration from
Tanzania’s 2010 Demographic Health Survey,
which indicated that one in two married
Tanzanian women has been emotionally,
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Impact
Through interviews during and after the fashion
show, the team heard from stakeholders about
the value of this khanga competition:

•

New ways for health donors to share
data: According to PEPFAR’s DREAMS
Coordinator for Temeke District, who
served as a judge for the competition:
“ What these designers have done
with the data sets we provided is very
creative and informative. This is a way
of disseminating data we have never
thought of”.

•

New ways to make data accessible:
Nearly 95% of respondents who
attended the fashion show “Agreed” or
“Strongly agreed” that the data khanga

was an effective way to communicate
messages about sexual and reproductive
health (SRH) and gender-based violence
(GBV).

•

New skills working with data: 100%
of surveyed fashion designers (not all
were surveyed) reported an increase
in their perceived value of data, and
the same number reported an increase
in their skills on engaging with health
data (accessing, sharing, or cleaning
datasets).

•

Replicating elsewhere: One Challenge
participant was later hired to make
uniforms for a hotel near Mount
Kilimanjaro. He told us: “I checked for
data on what is one of the most visited
area and I found it to be the Maasai
land. 8 out of 10 tourists who visits this
area goes to maasai households. Using
this data I incorporated the maasai huts
on the uniforms and other household
utensils they use in their daily lives.”’

•

Encouraging more use of data
in fashion: The winning designer

The winning design shows how 1 in 2
married women (upside-down heart in
border) has been abused in some way.
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conducted a seminar with 300 fellow
students, introducing how artists can
use data to inform their messaging.

•

Distributing the khanga’s message:
Listening Campaign data was shared
back with each of the 14 communities.
At those shareback sessions, 2,000
khangas were distributed. Assuming
each is viewed by 50–100 Tanzanians
before it can no longer be used due to
wear and tear, the message should reach
at least 100,000 people.

These impact measures admittedly don’t
indicate whether or how SRH or GBV behaviors
changed. Although a link to an online survey,
which sought to understand these behavioral
changes, was printed on each khanga, traffic
to that survey remained low, and its resulting
data uninsightful. Although a direct causal link
towards reducing GBV might never be drawn to
this activity, feedback from key stakeholders,
like those mentioned above, suggests that data
and fashion can offer a unique and refreshing
way to engage everyday people with data about

The fashion show featured the data-driven
khanga designs.

Photo: K15 Photos

sustainable development issues who might
otherwise be uninformed or uninterested.

engage atypical communities (such as
garment industries, designer and fashion
communities, and younger people)
who otherwise might not be aware of
or interested in the SDGs, the fashion
industry in general can be perceived
as a relatively elite community, likely
to be concentrated in urban hubs. This
intervention alone will not serve poorer
or rural communities as well as others in
this resource might.

Cost
As with all of the activities outlined above, the
total costs of developing and hosting a datadriven khanga competition vary considerably
based on the context. Implementers should
assume that—inclusive of all costs—this may
cost between $20,000 and $50,000. These
costs include hosting preliminary workshops
with aspiring designers and the full costs of
organizing and hosting a fashion show, which
can be considerable based on the scale of the
event. The cost for day-to-day management and
administrative oversight for an initiative like this
itself can cost between $10,000 and $30,000,
accounting for a considerable portion of the total
budget.
The high end of this costing ($50,000) assumes a
high profile event, and it is important to emphasize
that costs can be reduced considerably by
focusing on the design competition itself,
rather than the final showcase event. Hosting of
workshops with designers can cost between $500
and $2000, and if this is the primary intended
audience of the intervention, this would be
a more reasonable investment.
However,
where resources allow and the goal is building
broader interest and excitement around datadriven design, a high-profile event can result
in significant network impacts and awareness
building.

Considerations
•

While data + fashion efforts can certainly
12

•

Embedding data into khanga is a
delicate balance, because—if it’s done
well and artistically, using figurative
symbols instead of literal data points—
the data-driven message can be
lost. More needs to be done linking
the compelling design itself with
information about the design, like the
data that inspires it and the message
behind that data.

•

Capturing the behavior-change impact
of these khangas is a tricky challenge.
When originally exposing people to the
khanga, consider collecting some basic
information from them (responsibly and
with consent) so that you can follow up
with qualitative interviews months or
even a full year later.

Additional references
•

Read a blog post or watch a video about
the activity

•

Visit the khanga challenge website to
view all the designs

•

Read the full impact story about this
intervention.

Using radio to share data
about sex ual health for
young women
13
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Summary
Statistics can be boring and inaccessible in rural
areas. Can voice actors dramatize the stories
behind statistics, to make them more compelling
and to spark dialog about important SRH and
GBV issues? How can these stories—and the
important development data behind them—
reach young women and their families in rural
parts of Tanzania where HIV is most prevalent?
Data Zetu partner TBI tackled these complex
questions by producing a weekly radio show
targeted for young women called Thamani Ya
Binti (“ Value of a Girl”). Over 22 episodes, the
show addresses one issue a week, each one about
a different challenge (such as early marriage and
teen pregnancy) that emerged at the Listening
Campaigns in Kyela and Mbeya districts.
The data about those priority challenges wasn’t
the only insight from the LCs that informed
this activity. Surveys among LC participants,
published openly online, suggest that radio
was the most popular source of information
in rural districts. So, by using radio to convey
data related to sexual health—and by doing so
through storytelling in rural areas familiar with
that method of communication—the show would
reach young women and men where they already
are.
Armed with this evidence, a team of creatives
at TBI started making radio show scripts that
incorporated datasets, found from official and
news sources in Tanzania, creating 22 episodes.
Each one includes a dramatic storyline and a
“data chat”, where statistics about the issue in
question are reviewed. Some episodes included
call-in or text-in segments, where members of
the listening public shared their perspectives on
these important issues, and whether they saw
themselves in the statistics.
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While the show was in production, partnerships
were secured with Mbeya Highlands FM and
Kyela FM—two of the most popular radio stations
in Mbeya region. The show began airing in July
2018.

Impact
Measuring the impact of radio shows is a perennial
challenge. One widely used quantitative metric
is the reach of each radio station, in terms of
number of listeners. Between Kyela FM’s reach
of 1.5 million listeners, and Mbeya FM’s estimate
of 189,000 listeners per episode, we have little
doubt that, for at least some Tanzanians, the
show cultivated broader interest in evidencebased decision-making for improved sexual and
reproductive health, particularly regarding the
show’s focus areas on early marriage and teen
pregnancy.
However, these reach estimates are one-way
traffic, not unlike how many open data portals
operate by sharing data out to others. To help
understand engagement with the stories and
data presented in each episode, call-in and textin segments encouraged people to share their
perspectives, while enabling the Data Zetu team
to manage impact.
Thamani ya Binti sparked an evidence-based
discussion between citizens in rural communities
about priority issues that matter to them.
Episodes that invited listeners to call in received,
on average, almost 9 phone calls from citizens in
Kyela and Mbeya District to express their opinions
on the data-informed topics of the day:
“I advise parents to look after their children
if they come late from school. On their way
home, girls face a lot of challenges and
therefore if parents don’t carefully look after

them, they will lose their children to HIV”.

—Lydia, phoning into Mbeya Highland FM
after Episode 13 (It’s No Longer Cool: HIV/AIDS
Infections).

Thamani ya Binti (“ Value of a Woman”) is a
weekly radio program that sparked debate
based on health statistics.

“Anyone who commits violence against
women should be jailed for 30 years.”

—Mwampyate from Kyela District, in a message
texted to Kyela FM.

At Kyela FM, which covers the most rural area
where Data Zetu worked, listeners sent in over
600 SMS messages—averaging two messages
for every minute of each episode—to share
their opinion on the episodes’ topics. This
high engagement underscores the immense
opportunity to combine community radio with
creative writing to catalyze data-informed
dialog and awareness about adolescent health
challenges facing so many young women in rural
Tanzania.

institutions with these capabilities.

•

Consider allocating funding in advance
for tools like Geopoll, which can be
commissioned to measure audience
sizes for radio programming. This will
lead to more accurate and real-time
audience reach metrics to support
your impact and return-on-investment
calculations.

•

Episodes should have calls to action—
ideally actions that you can somehow
monitor, in order to capture the elusive
but vital behavior-change metrics
needed to know the real development
impact of radio data programming.
Thamani ya Binti’s primary goal was to
boost engagement and dialog about
these under-discussed priority issues, as
well as to convey datasets that support
or elucidate those topics. This is why
most of the impact measurements
focus on call-in and texts from listeners.
However, more rigorous impact actions
and measurements would be useful to
detect behavior change (see references
section below).

Cost
Implementers interested in producing and
disseminating original radio content can expect
that this may cost between $2000 and $5000 per
episode, which includes studio rental, production
costs, air time, and the administrative and
management costs incurred by the implementer
overseeing this activity. Costs per episode are
likely to decrease with multiple episodes.

Considerations
•

Working with a respected, connected,
and skilled media organization is
essential. Developing good storytelling
content, engaging with datasets to
bolster those stories, finding good voice
actors, and producing radio content
are all specialized skills, but many
communities around the world boast
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Additional references
•
•
•

Read the full impact story here.
Listen to all episodes here (Swahili only)
Read an example of a rigorous impact
assessment of radio programming here.

Using telev ision to make
data about health issues
relatable and accessible
16

Summary
In an experiment to promote data-informed
dialog and debate about important issues
among people who don’t regularly access the
internet, TBI produced a TV show called Data za
Kitaa (or “street data” in Swahili). Its first season
aired almost two dozen 20-minute episodes
on channels beaming across urban Tanzania,
with the aim of offering a creative edutainment
medium for youth to cultivate a culture of using
data in decision making.
Tanzanian youth, who comprise 66% of the
country’s population, are avid television
watchers, particularly in urban centers where
Data Zetu’s Listening Campaigns suggested most
youth prefer the TV as their primary source of
information. Plenty of data exists to understand
and address issues prioritized by citizens at those
Listening Campaigns, but much of that data rests
online and out of reach of most of these people.

in the Listening Campaigns, such as youth
unemployment or teen pregnancy. Studio
segments present facts and statistics about that
theme, while in street segments the show’s hosts
engage Tanzanian youth and local leaders to
invite their perspectives on the issue. To bridge
online-offline data communities, as each episode
aired, TBI managed social media campaigns
to conduct engaging celebrity live chats with
audiences of mostly youth and women. The
result is a conversation about meaningful issues
that are catalyzed by data about those topics.
Episodes aired on Thursday evenings, with
repeats on Tuesday and Saturday afternoons.

Impact
Data Za Kitaa is the first-ever data-driven TV
show specifically designed to foster sustainable
development and improved outcomes. An
experimental approach to “offline” data, it
served as a key platform to complement Data

Each episode is about a specific issue raised

This episode about youth unemployment
invited local youth leaders into the studio for
a discussion about joblessness data.
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Zetu’s other data+art initiatives. As with the data
music, the main objective of this initiative was
to expose people, who otherwise would not be
accessing or using global development data, to
that information in a medium and about a topic
that relates to them.
To help track the reach of this TV show, TBI
managed Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook
accounts which had corresponding hashtags
which viewers were encouraged to use. While
Instagram and Twitter engagement was limited,
the Facebook page for Data Za Kitaa garnered
nearly 1,000 likes. Interestingly, female Facebook
users were 10 times more likely than male users
to like the page (given that gender and sexual/
reproductive health issues were the overall focus
of most Listening Campaign and Data Za Kitaa
topics, this might not be a surprise). Also, most
of these likes came outside of Dar Es Salaam,
suggesting that TV shows might be an effective
way for the data revolution to reach non-urban
elites.
Aside from these online indicators, the main
medium for distribution was via television.
In 2019 TVE (the main television partner for
the show) commissioned Geopoll to estimate
audience reach during the same time slots that
Data Zetu aired in 2008. That data suggests that
each episode reached 225,000 viewers. This
number far eclipses the number of visits to most
datasets or even data portals containing data
about sustainable development.

assume that producing a 30-minute episode
may cost between $5,000 and $9,000, plus
an additional $1,000 to $3,000 for one-time
purchases (studio set-up, costumes, jingle
development). This investment is worthwhile
if the implementer intends to produce multiple
episodes, and develop a program with lasting
power recognizing that over time, per episode
costs decrease.

Considerations
•

Producing a TV show is resourceintensive and requires a competent local
partner familiar with producing and
distributing programming, including
relationships with media outlets.

•

Investing in this type of intervention
can also be an opportunity to invest in
and strengthen local media actors. If
multimedia production equipment is
needed, consider providing stipulations
for that equipment to be a source of
revenue for local partner or producing
company in the future (such as
renting it out to other media outlets or
freelancers).

•

Each episode should include a clear call
to action—ideally one that can help with
monitoring and evaluation efforts that
indicate behavior change.

Additional references

Cost
Total costs for producing and airing an original
television program will vary considerably
based on the context and country where this
effort is being led and based on whether the
implementer has an existing production studio
and equipment, or not. Implementers should
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•

Watch the first episode (with English
subtitles) here, and the teaser here.

•

Watch all episodes here (Swahili only)

Using murals to tackle drug
abuse and reproductive
health challenges
19
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Summary
Hundreds of residents in wards across Tanzania
prioritized drug abuse and teen pregnancy as
major challenges during Data Zetu’s Listening
Campaigns. While many of them shared
anecdotes of the impact of these phenomena,
few were armed with statistics that demonstrated
the extent of the problem, or with information
about service providers that could help them
address those issues. Although data about drug
abuse, teen pregnancy, and other challenges
are available online, most of those statistics are
shared either as spreadsheet files or charts. Both
are alienating and unfamiliar to the majority of
people alive today, particularly those with low
digital literacy or numeracy.
To make data about these community-identified
issues more salient and accessible, TBI worked
with Wachata Crew—one of Dar es Salaam’s
most popular graffiti groups—to produce databased murals aimed at giving Tanzanians a
deeper understanding of drug abuse and teen

pregnancy challenges in their community. These
murals are situated in high-visibility areas like bus
stations and football stadia, portray data about
the nature of the issue, include painted links to
additional data sources, and provide contact
information for local resources, such as a helpline
hosted by the Tanzania Network of People who
Use Drugs (TANPUD) or TAYOA, a youth alliance
organization.
Since Wachata Crew hadn’t worked with health
statistics before, they received some training
from TBI about finding and accessing data, as
well as artistic data visualization. The group
explored data, such as a report by the Office
of the Commissioner of Drugs Tanzania, and
used this data and the community concerns to
design the murals. The “drug abuse” mural was
unveiled in May 2018, with the “teen pregnancy”
one following soon after (both are in Temeke
District, although two more—about HIV/AIDS and
cholera—were also produced in Mbeya and Kyela
districts where those issues were prioritized by LC
participants).

Photo: K15 Photos

This data mural in Mbeya District shows how
one in ten Tanzanians have HIV.

Photo: TBI
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To kickstart the drug abuse mural’s launch, the
TBI team hosted a public concert in collaboration
with a Temeke-based hip-hop group KINASA,
whose artists produced and performed a datainformed song about drug abuse. This concert
drew the attention of 100 Temeke residents
and was preceded by a round-table with 20
people who use drugs. Hosting this concert
played an essential role in bringing attention to
the data mural at a busy transit hub.

Impact
As static and analog artefacts, data murals don’t
offer many intrinsic methods to track engagement
or impact on people’s behavior change. However,
the team conducted various focus groups and
interviews with passersby and local leaders to
understand how the data murals influenced
both awareness about health statistics as well as
behavioral changes.

This data mural in Kyela District displays
information and resources about cholera, a
priority issue according to citizens there.
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One area where the team noticed some
measurable impact was in raising awareness and
catalyzing action. On the day that the data mural
about drug abuse was launched, people told us:
The number of people admitted to
hospital due to drug use makes me and
the community aware of the intensity of
the problem.
I’m now more aware of places to refer
and receive help whenever we encounter
someone using drugs.
The team also followed up one year later to
conduct interviews, where we learned:

•

We know of at least two women who
attribute the teen pregnancy mural to
helping them build the courage to report
sexual assaults.

•

A student in a nearby school “recalled
someone who used statistics on the
mural as a reference point [during a peer
club debate].”

Photo: TBI

•

•

Another youth told us “I am not
attending any school, but I find this wall
educational”, hinting at the potential to
use murals to reach out-of-school youth.
Although it’s hard to develop a direct
attribution, the ward executive officer
of Buza ward, which hosts the drug
abuse mural, told us that “reported
police cases on drug abuse… have
reduced tremendously,” with only one
case reported in two months (which is
“unusually” low).

Based on interviews with over 70 passersby after
their launch, the data murals also may have
changed peoples’ perceptions about data and
its relevance to their everyday lives. After viewing
the murals:

•

91% of respondents reported an
increase in their belief that data is
relevant to their day-to-day work.

•

92% of respondents reported an
increase in their belief that data is
important to set and establish goals.

Cost
Painting a data driven mural may cost between
$1000 and $4000 or more depending on the
approach taken by the implementer. In Tanzania,
DCLI hired a local graffiti artist group to design
and paint a series of murals - and the cost of
each; including materials, transport and the
graffiti artists’ time; totaled approximately $2000
per mural. Add in the additional management
and administrative costs for the implementer
overseeing this intervention, and total costs
are closer to $3000 per mural. Outreach with
passersby indicate that these types of murals
have the potential to impact perception and
even behavior change, reflecting that this type of
intervention may be worth the costs.

Considerations

•

94% of respondents reported an
increase in their belief that data is
important to inform their decisions.

•

Among all respondents, women were
more likely than men to report a greater
increase in each of the indicators above.

It also appears that people responded to the
links painted on the data murals. For example, In
the month since painting the Data Zetu website
onto the first data mural, more people visited the
website than visited in any month in the previous
year. This indicates the potential for data murals
to drive digital actions that could impact social
change, such as driving passersby to online
petitions or advocacy initiatives.
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•

It’s important to work with local partners
who are tapped into existing creative
arts and pop culture communities to find
muralists and artists to help develop the
mural. Plan on providing support to the
local partner and to the artists on basic
fundamentals of finding, accessing, and
cleaning data and research studies to
inform the data murals.

•

Data Zetu’s data mural methodology
was only one possible approach to
developing data murals for community
impact, which leaned on professional
artists to design and paint the mural.
Other approaches put everyday citizens
in the drivers’ seat in the design and
painting of the mural, which could lead
to more ownership over the data murals
(such as fixing faded or chipped off paint
later, or reminding street vendors not to
block visibility).

•
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Because they’re likely to be painted
in busy areas, there will be plenty of
foot traffic near the murals. Consider
budgeting extra resources for in-person
interviews of passersby, and consider
obtaining their contact information
(responsibly and with consent) to follow
up with them weeks or months later, to
understand the impression and impact
the data mural may have had on them.

Additional references
•

Read more examples and a case study
of how data murals built data literacy in
Brazil.

•

Read how to make your own data mural,
by MIT’s Data Therapy initiative.

•

Read the full impact story here.

Schoolchildren see themselves in a data
mural about teen pregnancy and education
access in Temeke District.
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Using music to share
data and inspire hope
for a drug-free future
24
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Music videos were filmed in front of data
murals about the same topic, like this one in
Temeke District about drug abuse issues.
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Summary
Listening Campaigns across Tanzania highlighted
drug abuse in Temeke, early marriage and teen
pregnancy in Kyela, and unemployment in
Mbeya as some of the highest-priority challenges
facing those local communities. Specifically with
regards to drug abuse, we learned of nuanced,
ward-by-ward differences about the types of
drugs being abused, the sources of street drugs,
and more. In fact, ward leaders reported surprise
about the extent to which their neighbors also
experienced similar drug abuse challenges which
they originally thought were unique to their own
local community. This made it clear that data
and statistics about these issues—such as 20%
of people who use drugs test positive for HIV at
Temeke’s methadone center—weren’t being
properly disseminated or used in these mainly
urban and young populations. 5
Tanzania Bora Initiative partnered with KINASA
(a portmanteau of “Kiswahili na Sanaa”, or
“Swahili and art”), a hip-hop group from Temeke
District, to develop compelling songs, in the style
of popular contemporary genres like hip-hop
and bongo flava, and music videos that bring
5

these community issues to attention through
the lens of data. KINASA’s mission is to spread
the Swahili language while affecting change to
their community through music, making them a
natural partner for this experimental effort.
Drug abuse is a very serious issue in our
streets, and we would like to affect change
on this issue using our music…With this data
knowledge our music will make much more
sense.

—Mwampyate from Kyela District, in a
message texted to Kyela FM.
TBI provided some training to KINASA’s 21
artists (16 male and 5 female) before they
entered production, exposing them to Listening
Campaign data as well as other sources of data to
incorporate into their music.
Each song was accompanied by a music video
that shows, via slick animations and charts,
publicly available statistics regarding that issue.
These videos were filmed in the same district
as the Listening Campaign topic was raised, to
make them feel more relevant to their audiences.
Altogether, KINASA and TBI produced three music
videos, each addressing different issues raised by

Tanzania Drug Abuse Report 2016 (Drug Control and Enforcement Authority).
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community members in the respective district:

•

Narudi Nyumbani (“I’m coming home”)
tackles drug abuse in Temeke, informing
viewers of data such as “marijuana
usage increased threefold between 2012
and 2016.”

•

Sema (“Speak up”) highlights early
marriage and teen pregnancy in Kyela,
sharing data like “38% of women
between the ages of 20 and 24 were
married before they were 18.”

•

produced through Data Zetu, about drug abuse.
Before the live concert, TBI convened a focus
group of local Tanzanians who use drugs in the
neighborhood, with the purpose of diving deeper
into specific sub-themes and root causes of
drug abuse, as well as to share data about that
epidemic.

Impact

Fungue Pazia (“Lift the veil”) demystifies
unemployment challenges in Mbeya,
citing statistics like “3 in 10 Tanzanian
youth have part-time jobs.”

The songs were published sequentially over the
period of a few months, starting with Narudi
Nyumbani, on five television channels, Youtube,
and community radio stations. Narudi Nyumbani
was launched at a free public concert in a busy
area in Temeke District. The site was chosen
because it sat next to a nearby data mural, also

Members of the Buza ward community,
including people addicted to drugs, join a
focus group before the live concert.
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One of the key goals of this data music effort was
to expose people to statistics about key global
development challenges—employment, health,
and gender equality—who wouldn’t otherwise
be familiar with that data. This would help to
make data more accessible and relatable to the
millions of people who aren’t tuned into open
data portals or data journalism efforts to make
data accessible to everyday Tanzanians.
The music videos didn’t contain a call to action
(such as hotline or service provider for people to
text or call), so the most useful indicator to gauge
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the impact of these efforts is about the audience
reach. Online, the songs have amassed over 6,000
views, although the main distribution channel
of this data was via popular television channels
known to have the attention of Tanzania’s urban
youth. These five channels report an audience
reach of 4.56 million people, although the TBI
team estimates about 50% of that potential
reach saw the aired music videos—meaning they
were seen on television by around two million
Tanzanians. Narudi Nyumbani entered Start TV’s
top-ten chart at number 7, which granted it even
more visibility.

music videos and distribute over TV,
but only because TV was known to be
the most popular medium for the target
demographic of Tanzanian youth in
the capital city. Similar efforts could
be replicated using audio only, to be
distributed over community radio in
more rural settings.

•

More can be done to link data music
videos and their lyrics to calls to action.
This would potentially lead to more
measurable behavior change in regards
to the topics highlighted in the music.

•

Data music is a versatile medium that
can be integrated easily into other
interventions. Music videos make for
a great introduction to workshops
or trainings, while the songs can be
played in the background of community
meetups or dialogs.

Cost
Producing a song and music video is a relatively
costly effort, and an implementer can expect the
full cost of production and marketing per song
to reach between $5,000 and $8,000. The cost
of hiring local artists is generally reasonable,
however, high quality in-studio production and
media marketing tend to be more costly, though
also critical to reaching wider audiences with
your data-driven messaging.

Considerations
•

The Data Zetu team opted to produce
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Additional references
•

Watch the three music videos here
(Swahili only), and one with English
subtitles here.

•

Read about how the World Bank is using
music to advance global development
here.

•

Learn more about data sonification here.

Considerations
for f under s and
implementer s

These ways to foster an inclusive data revolution
are only illustrative of the growing universe of
data+art interventions to advance sustainable
development. They were very much experiments,
meaning that one function of each was to help
surface learnings and insights that could inform
future programming efforts.

be a deliberate tactic to fill specific
gaps or add unique complementary
value in a development project. For
example, the Data Zetu project’s main
activities were skills-building training,
technology improvements, and other
capability-building efforts to foster
improved data use for decision-making
in the health and gender sectors. The
data + art activities highlighted here
helped advance some of this culture
change—specifically, components
related to awareness and appreciation
of sustainable development data—
among analog or offline beneficiaries.
Awareness and appreciation of data are
only one part of Data Zetu’s impact goals
and monitoring & evaluation framework,
but an important one. It’s important
that these “offline” activities therefore
fit into a broader theory of change
for a program, and that they’re used
intentionally rather than for the sake of
doing something different.

As the global data and development community
continues to take more seriously the opportunity
to engage creative industries in initiatives that
foster data use, this report offers some concluding
thoughts for funders, implementers, and other
interested actors to consider:

•

Data + art as one piece of a bigger
puzzle: As these examples surely
suggest, data + art interventions
shouldn’t be implemented in isolation
of other programmatic efforts to
achieve social or behavioral change.
Nor should any development
investment consist solely of these
types of interventions. Rather,
engaging creative industries should

•
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Working with atypical actors: Efforts
to amplify analog data use will require

cross-sectoral collaboration between
atypical actors who aren’t used to
working with each other in any context,
let alone within the structures and
processes of the global development
industry. Graffiti artists, musicians,
and voice actors might not be familiar
with procurement processes, reporting
requirements, impact evaluation efforts,
or other common mechanisms of foreign
aid projects. Expect to spend some
preparatory time aligning expectations,
socializing these processes, and building
trust between the different actors’ ways
of working.

•

Other methods to democratize
data for atypical or low-bandwidth
communities: As intimated in the
introduction, the five initiatives
highlighted in this report represent
only a few of the diversity of ways
that data can be more democratized,
accessible, and relatable to everyday
people who might yet not be part of the
digital economy. Here are a few other
examples about which to be aware, for

The KINASA team records a video of their
song “Sema”, which shares data about the
extent of teen pregnancy rates in Kyela.
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the purpose of exposing readers to the
universe of other communities, efforts,
and interventions contributing to this
ever-evolving space:
• Data sculptures and Handmade
Visuals (Spanish) provide specific
examples and exercises to use
everyday objects to interpret
and make sense of data in more
accessible and user-friendly
ways, including in low-literacy
environments.
• Installations and memorials can
serve as real-world, interactive, and
immersive data visualizations to
make otherwise static data more
memorable and visceral. The U.S.
National September 11th Memorial
at the Pentagon is constructed as
an acres-wide data visualization,
with information about the victims
embedded within the walls,
benches, and other features at the
site.
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• Public space interventions, where
public resources like park benches
are painted, can help to spread datainformed messages in more visceral
ways than traditional statistics and
datasets.
• The Neat Streets campaign tests
playful ways to reduce litter in
London, such as transparent
cigarette butt disposal boxes that
result in community-generated data.
• Physical charts can be printed
using low-cost 3D-printing or other
digital manufacturing technologies,
to provide a tactical, durable, and
offline dataset for decision-makers
or researchers.
• Telerik is one of a growing number
of companies providing virtual
and augmented reality (VR/AR)
experiences for people to engage
immersively with datasets. Although
not currently a useful approach for
engaging people in offline or low
bandwidth contexts, this example
demonstrates the frontier of data +
art.

•

6

Inclusion can be elusive: In its
introduction, this report asserted that
these five interventions can help the
data revolution to reach some of the
billions of offline and unconnected
people living around the world. While
there’s little doubt that murals or radio
shows can serve this purpose, the
Data Zetu team is under no illusions
that these interventions remained

exclusive from different perspectives.
For example, participation in the data
fashion activities was limited primarily to
relative elites in urban areas. Even radio
programming leaves out marginalized
communities, such as those hard
of hearing. Deploying a suite of
complementary offline tools, each that
serves a different audience, could help
to mitigate these challenges.

•

Measuring impact: It can be easy to
dismiss offline data revolution activities
like these, because many of them
can’t be directly linked to meaningful
behavior change. After all, just because
a TV episode with data about a
sustainable development topic was
viewed by 200,000 people doesn’t mean
that service delivery or behaviors about
that theme actually changed. This is in
fact a similar challenge that faces many
of the open data portals into which
the data-for-development community
already invests, despite criticisms that
sharing data, or even counting visits
to and downloads of datasets, doesn’t
imply service delivery or impact. 6 To
improve the feasibility of measuring
impact, offline activities should offer
clear calls to action for beneficiaries—
ideally actions that involve service
provision (such as visiting a testing
center, or joining a citizen feedback
forum). The implementing team can
connect with these service providers to
conduct evaluation efforts, like surveys
or polls, to understand if and how the
offline investments drove traffic to these
institutions.

Open Data Watch’s Measuring Data Use report relies heavily on open data portal website analytics like views and clicks, which is analogous
to counting views or listeners of TV or radio data programming.
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Let’s make
sur e the data
r ev olution
r eaches
ev er y one.
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